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Paving the
Silicon Road
To MENA Region

About ICEP
The International Conference on Entrepreneurship-Palestine
(ICEP) is the biggest and most empowering dialogue
platform on the startup economy, innovation, and technology
ecosystem in Palestine.
ICEP encourages the generation of problem-solvers towards
utilizing innovation and disruptive technologies to shape
more sustainable ideas and companies that will support the
future of a strong digital economy.

We Are On A Mission
At ICEP are on a mission to change and empower
Palestinian entrepreneurs. We hosted countless focus
groups with entrepreneurs and the Global Shapers
Community and reached the conclusion that what
Palestinian entrepreneurs are in need of the most are
mentorship and global networking opportunities.

ICEP Statistics
Registrations

915
Approved registrations

+6000
Overall attendance

Attendance sources:
Zoom webinar
Livestream
Crossposting on partner channels

ICEP Statistics
Audience

+6000
attendees from all over the world

Geo distribution

+37
Countries represented

ICEP Quotations
HE Dr. Mohammad Shtayyeh

“What I see today is a combination of young
people, investors, and the spirit of
partnership between private, public, and all
other institutions”
Prof. Klaus Schwab

“Palestinian young people demonstrated
admirable resilience ”

ICEP Quotations
Hashim Shawa

“The pipeline is so strong and healthy and
so much is happening that there is so much
potential that remains untapped”
Steffi Czerny

“What I see today is a combination of young
people, investors, and the spirit of
partnership between private, public, and all
other institutions”

ICEP Quotations
Samer Khoury

“We think that the spirit of
entrepreneurship is very important to grow
among our young people in Palestine”
Mirek Dusek

“It is so important to be connected to the
region and to the world, and particularly
now”
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Ecosystem Insights
De-fini-tions

Startup
A tech-based or tech-enabled small business that has a
scalable business model and at least a minimal viable
product, established in Palestine in the last six years,
and has been active for the last year.

Enabler
A registered organization that has been operating in
Palestine for the last year and has at least one
program/project/activity focused on enabling startups.

101

Startups

92

Enablers

15% Women-led Startups
Exceeding the percentages in New
York, Cairo, and others.

2 Exits
Palestine has witnessed two startup exits:
1-WebTeb
2-Dimensions Healthcare
both in HealthTech sector.

Ecosystem Insights
40.2%

37
59.4%
34.7%
300+

of the ecosystem enablers are from
international community such as
INGOs, governmental and semigovernmental foreign bodies, private
sector, and others.
hubs and incubators supporting mainly
early stage startups.
of the ecosystem startups are ecommerce (22.8%), EdTech (13.9%),
HealthTech (11.9%), and FinTech
(10.9%).
of the ecosystem startups have been
established in 2020 and 2021.

startups were established since 2010.

Ecosystem Startups
by Sector

Entertainment
Travel & Tourism
Communication
HealthTech
EdTech
AgriTech
FinTech
Retail
Construction
Emerging Markets
Logistics
FoodTech
Utility & Energy
E-Commerce
On-Demand Services
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Ongoing Projects To Further
Connect The Ecosystem
Ecosystem
One-Stop-Shop

Palestine Mentors
Network

The 360 Blueprint project evolved
into POLARIS Palestine, a onestop shop by the Palestinian
entrepreneurial tech community
for the Palestinian tech
community.

Launching a Palestinian
Mentors/Experts Network
(PMN) to provide demanded
mentorship across the
globe.

Palestine's Strengths & Constrains
As a Startup Hub
It is an untapped market with a proven track record for
outsourcing and startups.
Positive testimonials of several technology
multinationals employing Palestinian engineers.
A big pool of talent, with business acumen, ideas, big
potential, and low cost talent.
A highly educated young population (30% are under 25
years, and 70% are under 34 years, 98% literacy rate,
and approx. 42K university graduates in 2020).
Strong communication skills both in English and in
Arabic.

Lack Of Exposure
The conference responds to the need for awareness and
networking.
Lack Of Funding
The conference serves as a connection between
entrepreneurs and the financing community.
Need For Guidance
The conference is an avenue for different ecosystem
players to explore new opportunities. The Palestinian
Digital Generation is poised to make Palestine the hub
for innovative startups, knowledge economy, research
and development, and outsourcing.

Overview
The Palestinian startup ecosystem is characterized as an earlystage ecosystem experiencing growth. There are over 100 startups
in different sectors including EdTech, HealthTech, SportsTech,
Internet of Things, and others., and 92 enablers.
The spread of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 resulted in an
approximately 35% increase in the number of startups, 59.4% of
which were in the e-commerce, EdTech, HealthTech, and FinTech. In
terms of business models, most startups in Palestine adopted both
business to business (B2B) and business to customer (B2C) models
at nearly half-half ratio; some adopted both and others adopted the
consumer to consumer (C2C) model.
Women play a vital role in this ecosystem with approximately 15% of
the established startups being women-led and concentrated in the
HealthTech and EdTech sectors.
Most of the startups are still in the seed and early stages. Palestine
has witnessed two startup exits that of Dimensions Healthcare and
WebTeb. Acceleration programs remain in need of support as 200+
startups have dissolved over the last ten years.

There is currently one Venture Capital fund, Ibtikar Fund to support
early-stage to growth startups. After which, startups must raise money
in the MENA region and beyond.
There are 95 enablers in the ecosystem of which 40.2% are
developmental organizations funded by the international community
and over 37 hubs, incubators, and accelerators. Most enablers are
concentrated in the middle area of Palestine and approximately 15
percent are established by Palestinian for-profit large corporations.
Hundreds of activities have been held to engage startups, including
but not limited to, FinTech ideation hackathons, humanitarian
hackathons, networking events, informative and capacity building
workshops, incubation programs, ideation hackathons, investment
rounds, and strategic activities to plan for and enable the ecosystem.
However, most of the activities, especially those for networking with
other startups or enablers, are local with minimum engagement with
regional or global.

Conclusions &
Recommendations
Entrepreneurial attempts have been continuous over the
past ten years, these attempts are rapidly increasing and
achieved better results since 2016, with a significant
increase during the COVID-19 pandemic.
This increase and enhancement of results are because the
focus on this sector is becoming more structured and
planned, in addition to the belief that startups and the
entrepreneurial mindset are one of the most effective and
promising solutions for the difficulties and restrictions
faced in Palestine because of the challenging economic
and political situations.

There is also a need for a national strategy with a detailed
action plan and more capable enablers equipped with new
approaches, techniques, and knowledge, While the private
sector’s involvement is essential to sustain and grow the
ecosystem and continues to be a driving force towards
sustainability in collaboration with the Government, and
international Development Institutions as in the case of ICEP
among countless other cases.
Engagement and networking locally, regionally, and globally
is a core need to help grow the ecosystem. Through this
engagement, both startups and enablers can gain knowledge
and exposure to good practices, stay up to date with trends
and opportunities, and promote the Palestinian ecosystem.
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